








Starbucks, but the whole completely unfamiliar. The Japanese 

cellphone, which these days doubles as game player, portable 

camera, TV screen and virtual friend, has long seemed to 

stand for how much of modern Japan functions. 

Yet the great wonder-and relief-for many a visitor to Tokyo 

today is that, in the midst of all the very new, you can also 

find the very old. Those of us who fly in to the Japanese 

capital from Atlanta or London, after all, want to see how it 

has taken American and European styles and pushed them 

into hyperdrive; but we also want to see, often, how it still 

contains pockets of the old, the archetypal Japanese. 

Visit-especially if you have jet lag-the Tsukiji fish market 

at 5:30 a.m. and you'll see the hard work and closeness to the 

land (and sea) that always anchor Japan underneath its shifting 

fashions. Travel to the Meiji Jingu Shrine at the very heart of 

Harajuku and note how women dressed all in white, tradition

ally virgins, are still selling charms for good luck in exams, 

safety on the road and a healthy child, often to those same 

young girls-done up in pink micro-skirts and black-rimmed 

eye makeup-who are ringing bells and praying as their great

grandmothers might have done before the war. 

Take the train out to Ueno, less than half an hour from the 

Ginza, and walk among its parks and museums, reminding 

yourself of a gracious refuge from many decades ago that 

might once have been a cousin to London or Paris. 

The particular blessing of Tokyo-arguably, what saves and 

protects it-is that it remains a capital of neighborhoods within 

an ever-expanding whole: Look at it from the air or on a map, 

and it resembles a great stain spreading across the country. 

Start wandering its streets, however, and you find that there's 

an order, a very precise and encircling order, within the chaos. 

The rule of the modern street in Japan is that the whole 

looks like visual gibberish, but each one of the parts-that 

elegant beauty salon (with cafe attached), that "Bali-style cafe" 

with miniature tropical garden, that white-on-white coffee shop 

with exquisite mi/le-feui/les-is impeccable. So, too, with the 

city as a whole: The overall impression is one of anarchy, but 

each of the parts is shapely and consoling. 

If I were going to Tokyo tomorrow-and I've been living in 

Japan now for just about 20 years-I would dedicate one 

long day and evening to taking in the modern, from Roppongi 

Hills by day to Shinjuku by night, but I would also spend at 

least another day coaxing out old unchangeable Japan from 

amidst the flashing lights. I might walk around Shinjuku Gyoen 

National Garden, the stately park where most of the other 

visitors are elderly, patiently taking a picnic on the lawn or sa

voring a silent morning as the elderly do in Japan better than 

anywhere. I might devote an afternoon to wandering around 

the Asakusa Kannan Temple, in the heart of the old "Low City" 

area, and coming upon the great gates that feature in many of 

Japan's classic 19th-century woodcuts. I would even, if I had 

the time, take the one-hour trip on the local train to Kamakura, 

a mini-Kyoto of temples and narrow, leafy lanes where many 

foreigners have found a way to get closer to traditional Japan 

while living within 30 miles of the hot center. 
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